Life or the wallet (Haute le mans)!
I know they are eager to know that other methods and tools collect these animals for try and actually
control us, I also know that as good readers they love novelty and technology. The previous examples
were as I mentioned, introduction in the subject. Why not We start at the beginning which is just as
misunderstood for many but just as interesting?
And what is the beginning?
Obvious that it is the money, that thing already mentioned in the first part of this work.
Same without which society does: kapum!
How much do you have? Pray the saying.
And what if you do not have anything?
You say I have!
I ask you: what do you have?

Some plastic cards, a lot of digits on the screen of a computer in a bank or many Bitcoin. Well, I have
some news not very good. Unless you have physical gold or some other good or exchange value, you
have nothing! I know it sounds a bit crazy, but we analyzed all this:
from your plastic cards to the famous Bitcoin and going through any type of storage of value in a bank
or financial instrument, all have characteristics in common that make them ... let's say moldable to the
will of the self-appointed governor-elect and more.
[1] All of them are based on trust.
[2] None has real support.
[3] They depend on the technological infrastructure and communications (without music there is no
dancing)!
Of the first two characteristics the society is in charge, the last and most important one runs it and
controls the state 100% (sometimes a little more). What would you do if tomorrow there was no system
example ... SWIFT or IBAN? How a bank in your country can process a transaction with another bank
if there is no system, you have already heard that term in some branch, right?
That's it ... Without music there's no dancing!
In the same way how would you pay with your plastic card at a gas station or store? If the (payment
processor): Visa, MasterCard or Amex, just to mention three examples of which I sure you have one of
these in your (Wallet) can not provide the services. For the case of Bitcoin and the rest of Crypts coins,
it happens in the same way without network or infrastructure there is no transaction.
And you say: a disaster would have to happen so that all the systems stop working at the same time.
And I tell you: only the regent and guarantor, that is, the state, would have to propose to take you out as
individual or an entire nation or set of nations of such a system and you are out!
You do not believe me?
Imagine you know what the OFAC is?
So you do not know what happened with WikiLeaks and all the accounts to receive donations and make
payments What did they have back in 2011? You also do not know that Iran and another group of select
nations are outside the SWIFT system. In fact, I do not know why to date Venezuela continues to
operate accounts in Dollars and allows they to use credit and debit cards processed by foreign payment
managers?
It will be Do they share any interest?
Who knows ... that deserves a chapter (fiction) just for himself.
When they want you out it's out: as one, two, three!
As it happens, all of these companies are capital-based and have headquarters in the USA.

Well ... You say: I only use Bitcoin Et Al.
Ok, remember that at least in America (from Tierras del Fuego (Argentina) to Alaska and including the
Caribbean) all the communications infrastructure and that include submarine wiring, companies
Internet providers, telephony and satellite providers. Everything, all that is owned or has part of capital
and therefore of US decision Just check the Net traffic and you will realize that it is It is almost
impossible to leave this part of the world without using or going through infrastructure of them.
A smart move from the geopolitical point of view, very smart...
The bad thing about being dependent on a single drug is that you end up becoming a adict person!

You can download all documents at:
http://io-exchange.com/
Do not forge comment about DeAnimales and enjoy all this!
Azazel0101</>

